
The joining link on this one is long so to make it stiff enough to support

the hook it needs a different construction.

Cut 3 x 12” lenths of 12lb black mono. Secure the treble hook in the

vice and tie on the thread and wind it down the hook. Place a length of

mono each side of the body with 3” sticking out the rear. Take the

thread up to the eye binding these in. Apply a coat of superglue and

wind the thread back down the hook. Take the 2 trailing lengths of mono

between the hook bends, from opposite sides, and pull back up the

body tightly. Take a couple of turns of thread to secure firmly. Trim the

waste ends sticking forward just short of the eye. Apply a coat of

superglue and take the thread to the head binding in tightly. Take the

thread back down the hook. Tie in the last piece of mono and wind the

thread to the eye. Thread the mono through the eye, from opposite

directions. Plait the 3 strands of mono and then tie onto the front hook

as normal.

Secure the rig in the vice by the single hook. Run the White tying thread

down the hook to the bend. Tie in a length of GloBrite and form a tag.

Coat the tag with superglue and varnish  Tie in a length of Silver wire

and Flat Silver and take the thread up to the head.  Wind up the flat

Silver to form the body and rib with the wire. Tie in a beard hackle of

Teal Blue cock hackle fibres. Take 4 Teal Blue cock hackles and pull of

the fluff at the base, they should be just shorter than the rear hook. Tie 2

in on each side of the hook as a wing. Take 2 slim Grizzle cock hackles

and pull of the fluff at the base, they should be 3/4 the length of the blue.

Tie them in as cheeks on each side of the wing. Tie in 4 Peacock herls

over the wing as a topping. Tie in a length of GloBrite floss. Wind this

over the head to produce a bold head. Tie off and whip finish. Coat with

superglue and then varnish.

Hook - Flying treble

Tag - GloBrite #3

Rib - Silver Wire

Body - Silver Mylar

Hackle - Teal Blue cock

Wing - 4 Teal Blue cock hackles,

            2 Grizzle cock hackles and Peacock herl

Head - GloBrite #3
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